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Traffic on Interstate
66 west was inching along
like usual as my neighbor Steve
headed home from work. Steve darted
into another lane, cutting off a car behind him.
When that car passed him a bit later, the driver
gestured rudely.
Steve stewed.
Traffic came to a stop. Emergency lights indicated an accident ahead. Steve sat waiting, the car
with the finger-waving fellow and his wife directly
ahead. Suddenly the driver got out of his car and
headed toward him.
What now? Apprehensive, Steve rolled down his
window and tried to explain. “I just needed to get
into this lane . . .”
But the driver, an elderly man, had come to
apologize. “I’m sorry,” he said. “We shouldn’t have
gotten upset at you. You see, our daughter was
killed in a car accident on I-395 earlier this week.
We are on the way home from her funeral.”
Suddenly the whole picture changed. Steve’s
anger melted. “I’m so sorry,” he said.
This true account illustrates how getting the
other side of the story often changes the way we see
things. It shows how learning the broader context
of a situation provides us with better insight into
how to respond and, sometimes, keeps us from
causing unnecessary conflict.

A Biblical Example
Joshua 22 tells how a serious misunderstanding
was resolved as the Israelites tied up the loose ends
of their campaign to conquer Canaan.
Joshua released the two-and-a-half eastern tribes
of Israel to return to their homes on the other side
of the Jordan River. On their way, they built a huge
altar by the river. They wanted the altar to stand as

of the Story
a witness, a connecting link between them and
the ten tribes on opposite side of the river.
This altar almost caused a war. Jumping
to a wrong conclusion, the other ten
tribes scooped up their weapons
and gathered to fight. But before
launching an attack, they took time
to get the other side of the story.
They sent a delegation to the eastern tribes
demanding an answer:
“What trespass is this that ye have committed
against the God of Israel, to turn away this day
from following the Lord, in that ye have builded you
an altar, that ye might rebel this day against
the Lord?” (Joshua 22:16).
Horrified at the accusation, the eastern tribes
explained what the altar was all about. How
did hearing the other side of the story affect the
Israelites?
“The thing pleased the children of Israel; and the children of Israel blessed God, and did not intend to go
up against them in battle, to destroy the land wherein
the children of Reuben and Gad dwelt” (Joshua 22:33).

A Practice to Cultivate
Getting the other side isn’t just wise, it’s part of
the Golden Rule. When the tables are turned and
we are the accused or misunderstood, don’t we
welcome the opportunity to explain, and sometimes apologize, or even repent?
We aren’t God. We will never understand everything about everyone or everything. We will sometimes hear the other side and still be wrong or
deceived. But as we learn to see things from others’
perspectives, we will become more charitable and
more effective parents, teachers, church members,
employees and employers, friends, and neighbors.
–Caleb Crider
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Pursuing Peace in the Church & Community
Harold S. Martin
You may have heard the little jingle:
To dwell above, with saints we love, That will be grace and glory;
To live below with the saints we know—That’s another story!
We all face challenges in relationships, but there is plenty we can do to live
in peace with those around us. Using examples from Scripture and lessons
from life, this booklet gives practical advice on how to move from conflict
to peace and even points out ways to avoid conflict altogether.

$2.25

24 Pages, CLP
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Pointers for Sunday School Teachers
Lester E. Showalter
A book written especially for inexperienced
Sunday school teachers, giving step by step
direction on how to study for and conduct
a profitable Sunday school class discussion.
Covers Bible study helps, how to use outlines,
how to begin and end discussions, and more.
296070

$4.95

81 Pages, Rod & Staff Publishers

Engaging With Muslims

by John Klassen

Many Christians in the West are fearful of engaging in conversations about their faith with Muslims—believing that they will
be hostile to Christian beliefs and discussions about the Bible.
This short book is designed to help Christians understand more
about the variety of Muslims living in the West and how to
reach out to them. Written at a level that everyone can understand, this book emphasizes the importance of forming loving
relationships—something that all Christians are able to do.
241665

$11.99

128 Pages, The Good Book Company

Desk Atlas of the United States

Looking at this atlas is a visual (and informational) treat.
Each state covers a two-page spread. It has the appearance
of a desk blotter; with a journal open, showing a map and
a brief overview of the state. Surrounding the map are
notes, dates, facts, illustrations, and trivia "paper clipped"
or "taped" in place. Readers are introduced to all of the
basics: state birds, flowers, seals, flags, statistics, quarters,
events, people, etc. Thematic maps show farm resources,
expansion, population, climate and regions, and much more.
350270

$19.95

132 Pages, Geography Matters
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Now in

New Bible Storybook!

Spanish!
Ionica

Coming this fall.
For more information, see the next
CLP newsletter or visit our website.

by Marie Yoder

Separated from his
siblings and taken to live
with his uncle’s family,
Ionica learns about God.
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264657

$5.95

1-800-776-0478

98 Pages, CLP

Dios Salva
a la Cantinera
Pablo Yoder

The true story of how
God removed a stronghold
of darkness and sin in a
community.
264561

$12.95

487 Pages, CLP

Homemaker's Friend Daily Planner Special!
Buy a 2017 Planner, get a 2016 Planner free.

Icons: Thinkstock.com   Front Cover and Interior Graphics: iStockphoto, Gettyimages

A woman’s life consists of many details, calling for
organization. This planner helps
to simplify her life. Designed for
busy moms, but adaptable to any
homemaker’s needs. Features:
ˍˍ

yearly overview
organized by month

ˍˍ

monthly spreads for
long-range planning

ˍˍ

weekly spreads for sketching
out an entire week day by day

ˍˍ

perforated shopping lists

ˍˍ

menu planner for main meals

ˍˍ

to-do lists

ˍˍ

contact information section

846096

$14.99

236 pages, VP
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Accepted in Jesus
John Coblentz
Every person has a deep need for fellowship, camaraderie, and
companionship, but in our fallen world, rejection is commonplace
. . . and painful. We hurt when we are excluded, especially when
it involves our family, our close friends, or our church.
Rejection has driven many people to become rebellious, controlling, intemperate, or obsessed with their performance. But being
rejected does not need to doom us to misery and bitterness. Jesus
offers a far better way.
Accepted in Jesus is more than an exploration of rejection. It points
the way to a life centered on Jesus, a life that takes up residence in
Him. In Jesus we are not only delivered from the ways of self, but
anointed with the life and vitality of Jesus, which flows into our
relationships, making us people of love, joy, and peace.
241670

$7.95

144 pages, CLP

